WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED.
2014 State of the District Report
Sacramento Area Sewer District

DISTRICT ENGINEER’S
MESSAGE
It is my privilege to present the
Sacramento Area Sewer District’s 2014
State of the District Report. Providing
quality, cost-efficient sewer collection
service to the region is only where our
story begins. Every action we take and
every decision we make has an impact
on our customers, and we take that
responsibility very seriously.
Reflecting on the past year, I am pleased to report we remain
financially strong. As 2014 marked our fourth consecutive year
without a rate increase, it also marked our fourth consecutive
year meeting five or more of our seven annual service levels.
Even without rate increases, we have been able to provide the
high standard of service our customers have come to expect.
That is something I’m incredibly proud of. I am also very happy
to share that we do not anticipate the need for rate increases
for several more years.
As we embark on another year of providing reliable service to
our customers, we continue to work toward achieving our vision.
With the dedication of our employees and the leadership of
our Board of Directors, we are poised to successfully navigate
2015 with the professionalism, work ethic, and integrity that
are core to our business.
It is our pleasure—and our commitment—to work hard every
day for our customers.
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OUR MISSION

To efficiently collect sewage from
homes and businesses within the
Sacramento area

OUR VISION

Prabhakar Somavarapu
District Engineer
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As part of our ongoing
effort to monitor customer
satisfaction, we send anonymous
surveys to each customer who
contacts us with a service
problem. Throughout this State
of the District Report, you will
see a sampling of survey quotes
from our customers’ responses in
2014, indicated with this icon.

To provide the best value of
any sewage collection utility in
California, as measured by cost
and level of service
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OUR PIPES.
OUR RESPONSIBILITY.
We’re Working for You

Our Sewer Collection System

At the Sacramento Area Sewer District (SASD),
keeping the sewers flowing is serious business.
Our system operates 24 hours a day. For us,
providing great service isn’t an option—it’s our
number one priority.

SASD’s sewer system is a vast, complex set of pipes
that interconnect in a web-like pattern underground.
Sewage from our customers’ homes and businesses
enters our system through lower laterals—small
pipes connecting the property owner’s plumbing to
our sewer main line. Once in the main line, sewage
flows into a system of larger pipes called trunk lines.
Our trunk lines connect to the Sacramento Regional
County Sanitation District’s (Regional San’s)
system, which conveys the sewage to the wastewater
treatment plant near Elk Grove. There, Regional San
treats the wastewater and safely discharges it to the
Sacramento River.

With more than one million customers and
4,400 miles of sewer pipes, we are the largest
sewer collection utility in the Sacramento region
and the third largest in the state of California.
Our customers include homes and businesses in
the unincorporated area of Sacramento County;
the cities of Citrus Heights, Elk Grove, and
Rancho Cordova; and portions of the cities of
Folsom and Sacramento.
We are governed by a 10-member Board of
Directors, which includes five members from
the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors
and one member from each of the five cities we
serve. As a special district, we contract with the
County of Sacramento to provide our workforce.

Our sewer system is designed to allow gravity to do
much of the work to keep sewage moving. However,
there are some low-lying areas that require a little
help. SASD owns and operates 108 pump stations
and approximately 80 miles of pressurized force main
pipelines. Our pump stations pump sewage from
the low-lying areas through a force main to a higher
point, where it can again travel by gravity.

2014 QUICK FACTS

Value of
our facilities

Customer service
calls responded to

8,316

Completed
work orders

124,529

$4 billion

Miles of
pipe owned
and operated

4,400

Manholes

65,000

Customers served
Fleet vehicles and
heavy equipment

223

Overall
customer
satisfaction

1.2 million people

92%
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OUR SERVICE
COMMITMENT
At SASD, we’re all about meeting our customers’
needs and expectations. To monitor how well
we’re providing efficient and dependable service,
we continually measure our work performance.
Each year since 2008 we’ve formally measured
and reported how well we’re doing in meeting
ambitious performance targets established for
seven key service levels.

“I was very pleased with the
response time and customer
service from all representatives.
Your staff were outstanding. It was
nice to see how hard they worked
to identify my issue.”

Our 2014 results for each service level are
featured on the next page. Looking at the big
picture, 2014 marked the fourth consecutive
year SASD met at least five of seven service
levels, our most consistent period of performance
since the service levels were established. Notably,
for the third consecutive year, we also met the
target for Main Line Overflow Rate, which
tracks sewer overflows originating within the
sewer main lines. These main lines are the
backbone of SASD’s sewer system, so we are
very pleased with our performance. As time
goes on, meeting this key service level becomes
more challenging because each year we set the
bar a little higher, tightening the target by 2%
annually (through 2018).

While 2014’s results are mostly good news
for SASD and its customers, there is still
work to be done. SASD fell short in meeting
our targets for Backups into Structures (BIS)
and Lower Lateral Overflow Rate. SASD’s
operations staff and field crews are working to
improve performance in these areas through
proactive overflow reduction programs and
implementation of enhanced efforts that focus
on cleaning and inspection (see Keeping Our
Sewers Flowing on page 9 for more details on
SASD’s operations and maintenance programs).

EACH DAY, OUR EMPLOYEES COME
TO WORK READY TO DELIVER ON
OUR SERVICE COMMITMENTS.
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2014
RESULTS
Service Call Response Time
Measures percentage of on-time arrivals to a
customer service request call.

Target Goal: SASD staff will arrive onsite within
2 hours of a customer service request call for 95%
of all calls occurring within any calendar month.

Target: 95%
2014 Average: 99%
Target Met

Service Restoration Time

Measures percentage of customers whose sewer
service is restored within the on-time window and
with no sewer use limitation.
Target Goal: SASD staff will restore service within
4 hours of receipt of the customer call for 90% of all
service interruptions occurring within any calendar
month. The on-time window is extended to 6 hours
when excavation of the lower lateral is needed.

Target: 90%
2014 Average: 91%
Target Met

Development Submittal
Review Time

Measures customer service provided to the
development community, as related to the percent
of sewer development applications, improvement
plans, and sewer study submittals that are reviewed
and returned to the developer within established
time standards.
Target Goal: SASD staff will return comments within
the review time standards for 90% of all complete
developer submittals within any calendar month.

Target: 90%
2014 Average: 99%
Target Met

Customer Satisfaction

Indicates percent of positive responses from customers
via an anonymous satisfaction survey. After a service
call, SASD mails a postage-paid survey, asking the
customer to rate the overall quality of service provided.
Target Goal: 90% of customers responding to the
survey will rate the service they received as good or
excellent.

Target: 90%
2014 Average: 92%
Target Met

Main Line Overflow Rate

Measures number of sewer overflows (per 100 miles
of sewer main lines) originating within SASD’s main
line pipes in any calendar month. Involves number of
sewage discharges from SASD’s main line system,
regardless of volume or whether sewage enters a
waterway. Target decreases by 2% each year until 2018.
Target Goal: A target of 0.49 sewer overflows per
100 miles of sewer main lines.

Target: 0.49
2014 Average: 0.34
Target Met

Lower Lateral Overflow Rate

Measures number of sewer overflows (per 100 miles
of lower laterals) originating within SASD’s lower lateral
system in any calendar month, regardless of volume or
whether sewage enters a waterway. Target decreases
by 2% each year until 2018.
Target Goal: A target of 7.9 sewer overflows per
100 miles of sewer lower lateral lines.

Target: 7.9
2014 Average: 8.4
Target Missed

Backups Into Structures Rate

Measures number of times (per 10,000 connections)
a stoppage in SASD’s sewer system causes sewage
to back up into a structure within any calendar month.
Target Goal: A target of 0.64 events per
10,000 connections to SASD system.

Target: 0.64
2014 Average: 1.11
Target Missed
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CONNECTING WITH
OUR CUSTOMERS
Connecting with our customers is very
important to us. We conduct broad-based
community outreach efforts throughout the
year to raise awareness about our mission and
promote customer behaviors that help keep
our sewer system operating smoothly.
In 2014, SASD connected with customers at
community events throughout the Sacramento
region. More than 50,000 people attended
these events, and many of them stopped by our
outreach booth to learn more about who we
are, what we do, and how they can help keep
sewers flowing freely.

At the end of 2014, a media relations effort helped deliver the Stop the Clog
message during a time of year when sewer blockages typically increase due
to improper FOG disposal during holiday cooking.

Stop the Clog! Fats, Oils, and
Grease Reduction Program
SASD’s Fats, Oils, and Grease (FOG) education
and outreach program, Stop the Clog, saw another
productive year of community and stakeholder
engagement in 2014. The Stop the Clog Program
reaches out to residential customers, property
managers, and the food service industry through
a multifaceted outreach campaign that builds
awareness and promotes practices to prevent FOGrelated sewer blockages.

SASD staff help educate customers at the 2014 Elk Grove
Harvest Festival.

“My wife and I are in our 80s, and we
have always appreciated your district
staff and their support in our hour of need.”

2014 COMMUNITY
OUTREACH
EVENTS
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Creek Week
Carmichael Park
April 12

In 2014, we utilized an effective mix of community
event participation, social media, stakeholder
outreach and partnerships, media relations, website
content, and targeted holiday messaging.
The Stop the Clog Program made high-visibility
appearances on local radio airwaves and television
programs, such as Good Day Sacramento. We
also continued our effective use of social media
to convey regular messaging to SASD’s online
community. Regular posts on Facebook and
Twitter promoted awareness and proper disposal
methods, and SASD’s “likes” and “followers”
steadily increased throughout the year.

Green
Restaurant
Symposium
Hosted by SMUD
February 24

Fair Oaks
Spring Fest
Fair Oaks Village
May 3–4

Yamarka Slavic
Food & Music
Festival
Southside Park
May 17

Partners in Success
RENTAL HOUSING ASSOCIATION

SACRAMENTO AREA CREEKS COUNCIL

SASD and RHA collaborate to provide the
local rental housing community with tools to
educate and encourage tenants to “Stop the
Clog” by properly disposing of FOG. In 2014,
this ongoing collaboration brought some notable
recognition, as SASD’s Stop the Clog Program
was named RHA’s Community Partner of the
Year for its “outstanding contributions to the
Sacramento rental housing industry.”

SASD staff joined community volunteers
during SACC’s Creek Clean-Up Day on
April 12. As part of this effort, volunteers
located manholes in areas adjacent to local
creeks and labeled the lids with SASD’s logo,
our 24-hour emergency number, and the
grid number of the manhole. By making the
manholes easily identifiable, passersby have
an easier time reporting sewer problems,
allowing our crews to respond more quickly.

SASD has built a successful public education
partnership with RHA, a non-profit
organization serving rental owners and property
managers in the Sacramento Valley region.
RHA’s members own or manage more than
80,000 rental units, from single-family homes
to apartment communities.

SASD’s partnership with the Sacramento Area
Creeks Council (SACC) continued in 2014
as the two agencies collaborated on a number
of efforts, including Creek Week activities,
website messaging, and a manhole labeling
program along creeks.

“The field crew took the opportunity
to educate us and followed up efficiently
that same day while working on a related
neighborhood job. You have our trust.”

Jan Holm accepts RHA’s Community Partner of the Year Award

SASD’S NEW ONLINE LOOK

In 2014, SASD launched a new website at www.sacsewer.com that
was redesigned to better reflect our role as a customer service provider,
our commitment to meeting customers’ needs, and our environmental
responsibilities. The fresh new look and streamlined features help customers
quickly find information.
Internally, the new site brought efficiencies to the way we manage content.
Built on a Content Management System platform, the site allows Public
Affairs Office staff to directly manage the site and its content. This accelerates
updates, provides more flexibility for site changes, and reduces costs.

Family Health &
Safety Expo
Safetyville USA
June 14

“Fiestas Patrias”
Mexican
Independence Day
State Capitol
September 15

Rental Housing
Association Expo
Cal Expo
September 18

Elk Grove Giant
Pumpkin & Harvest
Festival
Elk Grove
Regional Park
October 4–5

Celebrate Natomas
South Natomas
Community Park
October 11

Halloween Haunt
Safetyville USA
October 18
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FINANCIAL
OVERVIEW
“Service couldn’t have been better.
Your guys were very friendly and very
timely. No room for improvement. Perfect.”

Financial stability and sufficient funding
levels are critical to our success. Incorporating
long-term financial planning into our activities
and projecting costs for projects and programs
help us remain financially healthy. In addition,
our financial projections are reviewed annually
to ensure they meet SASD’s operating and
capital needs.
SASD’s 2014–15 operating budget is
$124,149,984, which includes $35.4 million
in depreciation. The capital program budget
is $32 million, which includes $19 million in
annual debt service on SASD’s bonds. These
were issued to fund capital projects that are
now fully operational. Over the next decade,
we project about $142 million in capital
program costs.
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2014 REVENUE
SOURCES

WHERE DOES YOUR
MONTHLY RATE GO?

$119,233,231

$19.85/month

Monthly Rates
$97,248,395

Sewer Impact Fees
$2,296,172

Pipeline Maintenance

Pump Station Maintenance

Administration & Planning

Construction Program

Other Revenue
$19,151,145

Interest Revenue
$537,519

Debt Service

Billing Service

Rehabilitation/Relief

Public Outreach

Financial Planning

Debt Management

In 2014, SASD prepared its Long-Term Financial
Plan. The plan incorporates a 10-year financial
forecast, analysis of economic trends affecting
SASD, and debt management. The plan details
long-term action items for debt management, asset
management, reserve building, and other financial
issues. The plan is updated and presented to the
Board of Directors at least once each year.

SASD has long-term revenue bond debt
totaling $259 million, with $135 million in
Series 2005 revenue bonds and $124 million
in Series 2010 revenue bonds.

Highlights of the 2014 Long-Term Financial Plan
include no rate increase anticipated until 2020–21;
the ability to pay-go finance capital projects over
the next 10 years without issuing new bond debt;
and the potential to retire about $75 million of
SASD’s Series 2005 bonds in 2015, a full 20 years
ahead of schedule.

SASD maintains excellent, high-grade credit
ratings with the major rating agencies:
Rating Agency

Rating

Outlook

Moody’s

Aa2

Stable

Standard & Poors

AA

Stable

Fitch

AA

Stable

SEWER
IMPACT FEES

MONTHLY
RATES

$3,000

$30
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$2,000

$20
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$15

$1,000
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$500
$0
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4/10

Month/Year
Relief
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Fiscal Year

Expansion
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KEEPING OUR
SEWERS FLOWING
Programs
Managing SASD’s sewer infrastructure is a
round-the-clock job for our dedicated staff
and field crews. SASD closely monitors the
condition of its sewer pipelines and carefully
schedules and plans maintenance or repair
work to address system needs.

Above: An ongoing pilot program to use
root foaming to reduce root intrusion
in main lines is being evaluated to see
if it is more effective and less costly than
mechanical cleaning.

As with any major sewer collection system,
unscheduled and emergency work is also
necessary when unforeseen problems develop.
In these situations, SASD prides itself on
implementing reactive strategies that bring
a quick and effective response to critical
system issues.
SASD manages nearly 20 operations and
maintenance programs to keep the system
in good operational health. Scheduled
maintenance programs for main lines, lower
laterals, manholes, and pump stations are
augmented by other proactive strategies such
as root foaming, crown spraying, structural
assessment, visual flow inspections, and
lower lateral replacement and overflow
reduction efforts.

Left: SASD’s programs to reduce lower
lateral overflows and backups into
structures involve video inspections,
annual cleaning, and installation of
cleanouts.

Typical activities performed by our crews include
balling, jetting, and rodding to clean main lines
and lower laterals; performing video inspections
of main lines and lower laterals; repairing or
replacing lower laterals; and working on pump
stations and force mains to restore service or
prevent interruptions in service.

2014 WORK BY THE NUMBERS

Miles
of pipe
cleaned

1,394

Number of
non-emergency
work orders

110,070

Miles of pipe
inspected

333
9

Number of response/
emergency work orders

14,459

MAJOR
PROJECTS
In addition to the ongoing operations and
maintenance programs, SASD plans and implements
special projects to address deficiencies or potential
problems in specific parts of the system. Key
projects active in 2014 were aimed at improving
sewer infrastructure to protect creeks, addressing
capacity issues in Citrus Heights, and assessing
and upgrading aging pump station facilities.

Creek Protection Project
(Phase 2)

SASD is continuing its multi-phase Creek Protection
Project to improve sewer pipelines that cross local
waterways, with the aim of reducing the risk of sewer
overflows in these sensitive environments.
The project began in 2008 with the identification,
investigation, and classification of more than 700
sites where sewer pipes cross (or are adjacent to)
creeks, sloughs, or channels. In 2012, repairs and
modifications at five priority sites were completed
during Phase 1 work. Current Phase 2 work includes
the repair or replacement of sewers at five more
priority sites, two in the City of Citrus Heights and
three in unincorporated Sacramento County. In 2014,
design plans were prepared for the Phase 2 sites,
and SASD is now seeking necessary environmental
clearances and easements to clear the way for
construction in Summer 2015. A proactive public
outreach effort is being conducted to help minimize
inconveniences to the affected communities.

Estimated Project Cost
$4.0 Million
Schedule: Summer 2015–Winter 2016

“I don’t often think about
the sewer. No news is good
news. To me, this means you’re
doing your job.”

Rollingwood Sewer
Relief Project

To relieve strain on existing sewer infrastructure in
the City of Citrus Heights, SASD is implementing
the Rollingwood Sewer Relief Project. The project
will require work on both the north and south
sides of the I-80 corridor. In 2014, SASD prepared
design plans that include tunneling under I-80,
installing new sewer pipeline, and upsizing existing
pipelines. Construction will begin in summer 2015,
and community outreach will be conducted to keep
customers informed.

Estimated Project Cost
$3.3 Million
Schedule: Summer 2015–Winter 2015

Pump Station Condition
Assessment

SASD owns and operates more than 100 pump
stations, which are a vital part of conveying sewage
to Regional San’s interceptor pipes and the
Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant.
Some of these pump stations have been in service
more than 50 years without major upgrades. As a
result, SASD has been implementing a Pump Station
Condition Assessment Project, beginning with the
repair or replacement of the five pump stations
determined to be most problematic (based on
operational, mechanical, safety, or structural issues).
In 2014, SASD completed assessments and
developed repair/replace alternatives for these
five facilities. SASD is now working to identify the
next set of pump stations for assessment and
potential repairs.

Estimated Annual Cost
$2.0 Million
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AWARDS &
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Each year, SASD renews its commitment to
investing in our staff to help them learn, grow,
and adapt as they carry out SASD’s vision.
Many of our employees take advantage of
professional training opportunities, present
in industry-related conferences, or publish
in conference proceedings or trade journals.
The dedication of our staff embodied by these
efforts is then recognized—both individually
and collectively—in numerous awards and
professional accolades.

Annual Employee
Awards Program
SASD’s seventh annual Employee Awards
Program acknowledged the distinguished efforts
of several outstanding employees. Each year,
employees are nominated by their fellow staff for
Leader of the Year, Office Employee of the Year,
and Field Employee of the Year.

The 2014 Employee Awards recognized
the following dedicated employees for their
exceptional performance:
LEADER OF THE YEAR

Stacey Breese, Sanitation District
Maintenance & Operations Manager
OFFICE EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR

Mike Redfern, Safety Specialist

FIELD EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR

Ricardo Molina, Underground Construction
& Maintenance Specialist
DIRECTOR’S AWARD

Don Keene, Sanitation District Planner
Scheduler Manager & Michelle McCostis,
Information Technology Analyst
Project: Successful Upgrade of MAXIMO 7.5

In addition, SASD’s Director of Operations
bestows a “Director’s Award” on a particular
employee for outstanding effort on a single
project or program. The judging criteria for the
awards consider qualities such as productivity,
ethical conduct, teamwork, creativity, and a
focus on SASD’s vision.

SASD’s 2014 employee award winners stand with Director of
Operations, Rosemary Clark.

2014
AWARDS
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Communications & Public Relations Industry Awards
2014 Gold MarCom Award
for SASD’s 2013 State of the
District Report—Association of
Marketing and Communication
Professionals (international)

2014 Community Engagement
and Outreach Program (Large
Program) Award for SASD’s
Customer Service Advertising
Campaign—California Water
Environment Association,
Sacramento Area Section

Film Festival Award for
SASD’s public education
video “Properly Dispose of Fats,
Oils, and Grease…or Else!”—
California Water Environment
Association

A LOOK
AHEAD
As SASD’s Director of Operations,
I have the distinct pleasure of
observing firsthand the heart and soul
that goes into making our business
run smoothly. I am truly grateful
for—and inspired by—the steadfast
dedication our employees bring to
work each day, and I’m committed to
continue investing in them.
As we move into 2015, the creative and strategic minds of
this organization will continue to identify opportunities to
improve service to customers. While our focus remains on
finding ever-more efficient and effective ways to reduce sewer
overflows, we are equally dedicated to cultivating relationships
with the residents and businesses we serve. A comprehensive
communications research effort will begin in early 2015,
and the results of that effort will help us refine our proactive
approach to customer relations.

“When it comes to providing
quality, cost-effective service
that keeps customers’ needs
a priority, I want SASD’s
business model to be the
one our peers turn to and
compare themselves against.”

As the largest sewer collection utility in the region, and the
third largest in the state, we have an obligation to set the bar
for how business in our industry is done. When it comes to
providing quality, cost-effective service that keeps customers’
needs a priority, I want SASD’s business model to be the one
our peers turn to and compare themselves against.
It is my privilege to continue leading this organization in
the daily delivery of operational excellence and exceptional
customer service.

Rosemary Clark
Director of Operations

SASD Papers Published in Conference Proceedings

Community Awards

“Sacramento Area Sewer District—
Large Agency Collection System Asset
Management,” Jennifer Swinney and
Jay Cha—California Water Environment
Association 2014 Annual Conference,
April 29, 2014

Community Partner of the Year Award
for SASD’s partnership with the Rental
Housing Association on Fats, Oils, and
Grease (FOG) outreach—Rental Housing
Association of Sacramento Valley

“SSO Reduction Success Story,”
Jennifer Swinney—California Alliance
for Sewer System Excellence
Conference, September 17, 2014
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2014 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

County of Sacramento
Phil Serna
Jimmie Yee
Susan Peters
Roberta MacGlashan
Don Nottoli

EXECUTIVE
MANAGEMENT TEAM

District Engineer
Prabhakar Somavarapu

City of Citrus Heights
Jeannie Bruins

Operations Director
Rosemary Clark

City of Folsom
Andy Morin

Policy & Planning Director
Christoph Dobson

City of Elk Grove
Jim Cooper

Internal Services Director
Karen Stoyanowski

City of Rancho Cordova
Dan Skoglund

Chief Financial Officer
Joe Maestretti

City of Sacramento
Darrell Fong

Public Affairs Manager
Claudia Goss

www.sacsewer.com

